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Welcome, Agenda and Approve Meeting Minutes 

FLO Analytics (FLO) welcomed the group and went over the evenings agenda. 
Copies of the meeting minutes from 1.25.2017 were distributed for review. A motion was made by  
Stephanie Tottingham to approve the minutes. The motion was seconded by Shyla Nelson. 

 

Springboard Proposal and Summary Statistic Review 

FLO worked with the District to develop a springboard proposal illustrating revised boundaries that 
include the addition of  Columbia River Gorge Elementary.  The springboard proposal boundaries will 
be used as the starting point for the review committee to begin working from.  
 
Summary statistics for the springboard proposal were provided to the committee with a glossary of  
terminology. FLO demonstrated how the summary statistics detail each school’s capacity, the target 
capacity that the District has established and what the student body make up is within the existing 
boundaries compared to the springboard proposal. FLO also outlined how the numbers in the 
summary tables represent the number of  students living within a school boundary as opposed to 
students attending a given school. This is necessary, as ideally the boundary that a student lives within 
will determine which school they are assigned to. 
 
The summary statistics include information on: facility capacity, target facility capacities, the number 
of  students within each attendance area boundary, the percent of  the target capacity those students 
make up, and the magnitude over/under the target capacity the school is. Summary information is also 
provided on each individual school providing a class breakdown and demographic information.  
 
A question and answer session followed.  
 
FLO then provided the committee with maps showing the springboard proposal boundaries.  
Background considerations on how the springboard proposal was developed were presented and 
included; neighborhood units, road configuration, bridge locations, topography, capacities and 
demographics. These considerations are outlined in the core values and guiding principles as well as 
District policies.  
 
A question and answer session followed. 
 
The committee took a brief  break in which the tables were rearranged for the committee to assemble 
into workgroups. 
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Committee Workgroups 

The committee assembled into three workgroups. The groups included Gause and Hathaway, 
Columbia River Gorge and Cape Horn-Skye, and Canyon Creek and Jemtegaard Middle Schools.   

Large format springboard proposal maps with detailed streets and information on the number of  
students within various areas were provided to committee workgroups. FLO requested the committee 
to spend 15 minutes reviewing the springboard proposal, the summary statistic information and then 
to report back to the group on their likes, dislikes and pros and cons of  the proposal.  

Group discussion followed with each workgroup listing areas of  the boundaries they like and areas 
they will focus on refining.  

The remainder of  the meeting the workgroups discussed ideas for refinements to the springboard 
proposal boundaries. Questions included transportation considerations to the District staff  and on 
impacts to student composition to FLO. The two elementary groups merged into one group for a 
larger group discussion. Several ideas on changes to elementary school boundaries are in the process 
of  being vetted. FLO will provide detailed summary statistic information and a map to the elementary 
workgroup at the next meeting to illustrate the impacts of  their suggestions. If  the elementary group 
agrees on the draft scenario, a formal proposal can be made to the full committee. If  approved the 
springboard proposal will be modified with the changes. 

The middle school workgroup will continue to explore ideas for updates to the springboard 
proposal.  

 

Formal Proposals and Vote 

No formal proposals were made to change the springboard proposal and the committee will 
continue work to refine boundaries at the next meeting. The committee will reconvene on Monday 
February 6th to make up for the first committee meeting being cancelled due to weather.  
 
 

 


